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Report:
The aim of this experiment was to determine the structures of the high pressure, high temperature phases of
Li2SO4 and to use the results to understand the ionic conductivity mechanisms in the material. In particular,
increasing pressure within the superionic high temperature α-phase was expected to allow us to decouple the
dynamic effects of sulphate group rotation and lithium ion mobility effectively. This is important given the
controversy over the nature of the conduction mechanism in this superionic material; different groups have
advocated mechanisms based on simple ion diffusion; assisted by ‘paddle-wheel’ sulphate group rotations or
combinations of the two. Additionally, any ionic motion within the more dense higher pressure phases at
high temperature would provide further insight on the conduction process.
The experiments were carried out during the allocation period above, and completed during July 2003. It
was found that the finely ground powder grains of the cubic superionic α-phase very readily fused to form a
sample consisting of a small number of crystallites. This made interpretation of these data impossible.
However, good quality data from the high-pressure ε-phase was successfully refined and the structural model
was used as the basis for further molecular dynamics simulations as a function of temperature and pressure.
The structure remains essentially ordered with no measurable lithium ion diffusion at high temperature.
However, the MD simulations reveal a small number of locally diffusive events at temperatures just below
the melting point. These are not mediated by significant sulphate group rotations.
This work has been written up and will be submitted to Physical Review B in the very near future. The
abstract of the paper follows:
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Powder X-ray diffraction has been performed on lithium sulphate, Li2SO4, in the temperature
range 300K to 1000K and at pressures up to 7.5GPa. The ambient pressure β-phase appears
stable up to 3GPa whereupon a slow transformation begins into a new phase, δ-Li2SO4. This
phase is characterised by broad, very low intensity Bragg peaks. Above 7GPa and with slight
heating, another phase, ε-Li2SO4, is formed which shows sharp Bragg peaks. Rietveld refinement
of the structure of the ε-phase has shown it to be isostructural to the high-temperature phase
Na2SO4-III. Molecular dynamics simulations of the ε-phase using an established potential
indicate that at high temperatures Li2SO4 may show disordering of the lithium ions and rotations
of the sulphate groups, but not at a level approaching the extreme disordering shown in the
superionic α-form of Li2SO4.

